


The New Trash & Stash Collection
We are introducing a new collection with two 
new designs - one for trash and one for stash. 
Susan added four shopping bags (medium and 
large), two small and two medium bum bags, to 
make it a complete collection. 
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The New Stash Bag
We designed this bag to carry big shopping loads. It’s extra large and sturdy - plenty of space to stash 
your stash, whatever it is ;-).

Modified from our classic large shopping bag design, we gave this bag a double-layered bottom and a 
solid back made from our heavyweight fabric. These features make the bag shape-retaining, giving it 
a more square-like foundation and making it easier to carry stuff upright. 

Long sought-after features of The New Stash Bag are the zipper closing and the sewed in pouch to 
keep your essentials safe. We also added new handles: long and short, making it easy to carry heavy 
loads on your shoulder or giving it a comfortable grip in your hand. Made from high-quality Bluesign® 
certified and 100% recycled fabrics. 

Carries > 20kg
Size: 37 x 56 x 26 cm / 14.6 x 22 x 10 inch
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The New Trash Bag

The New Trash Bag
This multi-purpose bag not only lends its name from the size of a trash bag (60L); we designed it to 
work as one as well - a feature we haven’t seen in reusable fabric designs much. 

Modified from our classic large shopping bag design, we extended the top and closed it with a 
drawstring and stopper. This extra-large top easily folds back into the shopper, adapting to the size 
you need. We also added new handles: long and short, making it easy to carry heavy loads on your 
shoulder or giving it a comfortable grip in your hand. Made from high-quality Bluesign® certified and 
100% recycled ripstop nylon.

This bag is perfect for recycling like paper and glass, as a laundry basket, for storage or as a shop-
ping bag. It’s the largest bag we made to date and filled to the top it can contain 60 litres. Like all our 
bags, it can be washed at 30 degrees when it gets dirty. We will release The New Trash Bag with a 
custom stand (not in the photo).

Carries > 20kg
Size: 37 x 77 x 33 cm / 14.6 x 30 x 13 inch / 60L
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The New Trash Bag collection (5 items)
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The New Stash Bag collection (5 items)
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The New Bum Bag SMALL & MEDIUM collection (4 items) The New Shopping Bag MEDIUM & LARGE collection (4 items)
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SUSAN BIJL office
Oostzeedijk 108 - unit 1
3063 BG Rotterdam 
The Netherlands

SUSANBIJL.COM
order@susanbijl.nl 
+31(0)6 48 44 44 24

@susanbijl
@susanbijl.store

The Trash & Stash collection (18 items)
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